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Abstract
In an intense laser field, an electron may decay by emitting a pair of photons. The two photons
emitted during the process, which can be interpreted as a laser-dressed double Compton scattering,
remain entangled in a quantifiable way: namely, the so-called concurrence of the photon polariza-
tions gives a gauge-invariant measure of the correlation of the hard gamma rays. We calculate
the differential rate and concurrence for a backscattering setup of the electron and photon beam,
employing Volkov states and propagators for the electron lines, thus accounting nonperturbatively
for the electron-laser interaction. The nonperturbative results are shown to differ significantly
compared to those obtained from the usual double Compton scattering.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In perturbative double Compton scattering [1, 2, 3], an incoming photon interacts with an
electron, and two photons are emitted. This process, which is represented by the Feynman
diagrams in Fig. 1, can be described by perturbative quantum electrodynamics (QED) and
requires no other special theoretical input. Experimental evidence ranges from the first
measurements more than 50 years ago [4, 5, 6] to the more recent [7, 8, 9, 10]. However, if
the emission process takes place inside an intense laser field, then the physics changes, and
the electron line is dressed by multiple interactions with the laser field (see Fig. 2). The
emission of two photons is a purely quantum process which cannot be described by classical
radiation theory [11]. An exception is encountered only for the case of the sequential emission
of two quanta which occurs when the intermediate propagator hits a resonance pole, given
by a resonant Dirac–Volkov state. In that case, to which we will return to later in the paper,
the diagrams in Fig. 2 break apart into two distinctive blocks for the emission of the two
photons.
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FIG. 1: The 6 Feynman diagrams contributing to (ordinary) double Compton scattering (initial
electron four momentum pi, final four momentum pf ). The electron line is denoted by a single
customary fermion line. The frequencies of the two emitted photons with wave four vectors kb and
kc may be different and thus may be their wavelengths; this is explicitly indicated in the panel.
The most interesting geometry for the process is the backscattering case, where a relativis-
tic electron counterpropagates against an intense laser beam of comparatively low frequency
(on the order of a few eV). In ordinary Compton scattering, the electron is usually assumed
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FIG. 2: Feynman diagram for the two-photon decay of a Dirac–Volkov state. The electron line is
dressed by the laser field and denoted by a zigzag laser photon superimposed on the fermion line.
to be at rest, and the scattering of a highly energetic photon is considered. Because the
kinematics is inverted in the backscattering case, one sometimes refers to this scenario as
“inverse Compton scattering”. During the emission, the electron interacts with the laser field
via an arbitrary number of interactions (see Fig. 2); the process can be described by fully
laser-dressed Dirac–Volkov propagators [12, 13]. So, we may refer to the process depicted
in Fig. 2 as “inverse laser-dressed double Compton backscattering.”
Note that for a single-photon Compton backscattering, the highest photon energy at-
tainable is 4γ2ω, where ω is the laser photon energy and γ is the Lorentz factor of the
incoming electron. For a defined scattering geometry, the energy of the emitted photon
thus is uniquely defined, and it coincides with the energy of the emitted classical (Larmor)
radiation in the specified direction provided the laser photon energy is much smaller than
the electron mass and Lorentz boost factors are taken into account. If the electron absorbs n
laser photons during laser-dressed single Compton scattering, the energy maximum changes
to 4nγ2ω/(1 + ξ2), where the laser intensity parameter ξ is defined in Eq. (6) below (ξ2 is
proportional to the laser intensity). When two photons are emitted in laser-dressed double
Compton scattering, their maximum energy sum is limited by ω1 + ω2 ≤ 4nγ2ω/(1 + ξ2).
As we will show, it is possible to designate energy and angular regions in which the dou-
ble scattering process dominates over single scattering, which is crucial for an experimental
verification [14, 15].
Interestingly, as noted in [16, 17, 18], the two photons emitted during the process are
entangled because of the quantum nature of the process. In order to quantify the en-
tanglement, the emission directions of the two quanta cannot be used with good effect,
because they represent continuous variables in three dimensions. However, the polarization
3
components of the two photons along the emission lines can be uniquely decomposed in a
two-dimensional space composed of unit vectors (effectively a one-dimensional space), and
measured independently. Triggering on simultaneous two-photon events, one can then mea-
sure the entanglement quantitatively: an appropriate measure is the so-called concurrence
[19, 20] which measures the polarization entanglement of the two quanta.
The usual double Compton scattering, which involves the absorption of only one laser
photon, has a rate which is proportional to the square of the laser four-vector amplitude, i.e.,
proportional to its intensity. Therefore, we may refer to the single scattering process as the
“linear” process. With rising laser intensity, the rate deviates from the simple linear intensity
dependence, it becomes more and more indispensable to include higher-order effects, and
the process becomes nonlinear.
In order to bring the current investigation into perspective, we would like to mention other
work performed in connection with two-photon emission from free electrons: indeed, a pair
of photons may be produced by electrons accelerated by any kind of external field. Probably
the most well known process of this kind is double bremsstrahlung [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29], but also photon pair creation in a magnetic field [30, 31, 32], and in a crossed field
[33] has been considered. The process under investigation in this paper is complementary to
those mentioned above, and may provide for better control of the properties of the produced
photons by adjusting the laser parameters.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss the formulation in terms of
a laser-dressed (“nonperturbative”) QED formalism. We then continue, in Sec. III, with a
comparison of the predictions of the fully relativistic, nonperturbative theory to the relativis-
tic, but perturbative (in the laser field) theory of double Compton scattering. In particular,
we extend the discussion given in Ref. [34] to also include circularly polarized laser fields.
In Sec. IV, we study the angular correlation and the entanglement of the emitted photons,
in the nonperturbative formalism. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. V. Throughout
the paper, we use relativistic natural units such that ~ = c = 1, and a space-time metric
gµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1). Scalar products of four-vectors are written as pµqµ = p · q for two
four-vectors p and q. The gamma matrices are written as γµ, and their contraction with a
four-vector p as pˆ = γ · p.
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II. FORMULATION OF THE QED THEORY
A. Notation
The electron mass is denoted by m, and the electron charge by e = −|e|. The laser wave
vector points in the negative x3 direction [with the space-time coordinate xµ = (x0,x) =
(x0, x1, x2, x3)],
κµ = (ω,κ) = ω (1, 0, 0,−1), (1)
and the laser four-vector potential, modeled as a monochromatic plane wave, for linear
polarization is
Aµlin(φ) = a
µ cosφ, φ = κ · x, (2)
with a · κ = 0, aµ = |a|(0, 1, 0, 0). For circular polarization we have instead,
Aµcirc(φ) = a
µ
1 cosφ+ a
µ
2 sinφ, (3)
with a1 · a2 = 0, a22 = a21, aµ1 = |a1|(0, 1, 0, 0), aµ2 = |a1|(0, 0, 1, 0). The laser intensity
parameter ξ is defined as
ξ =
−e
m
√
−a2
2
, (4)
for linear, and
ξ =
−e
√
−a21
m
=
−e
m
√
−a21 − a22
2
. (5)
for circular polarization. For a consistent comparison of linear and circular polarization, one
should compare at the same value of ξ, which corresponds to the same laser intensity. The
parameter ξ relates to the root-mean-square electric field amplitude E¯ like
ξ =
−eE¯
mω
, (6)
and can be said to be the relativistic (inverse of the) Keldysh parameter: ξ < 1 corresponds
to the multiphoton regime of relativistic laser-matter interaction, where the coupling to
the laser field is perturbative, and ξ > 1 is commonly referred to as the tunneling, or
nonperturbative regime. The quantum parameter χ [35], which in general determines the
magnitude of quantum effects such as e+e− pair creation, spin effects etc, is defined as
χ = ξ
pi · κ
m2
, (7)
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where pi is the initial momentum of the electron [see Eq. (10)]. If we compute χ in the rest
frame of the electron, where pi = (m,0), then
χ = ξ
ω
m
=
E¯
Ecrit
, (8)
where Ecrit = m
2/|e| is the critical (Schwinger) field. Thus, χ is the amplitude of the
electrical field of the laser compared to the critical field in the rest frame of the electron.
The relation to laser intensities follows from the formula
I = ξ2
( ω
m
)2
Icrit, (9)
where Icrit = 2.3 × 1029 W/cm2 is the critical intensity, corresponding to χ = 1 in the lab
frame. For most of our examples, we use ω = 2.5 eV (optical laser), which corresponds to
I = 5.5× 1018 W/cm2 for ξ = 1 and I = 2.2× 1019 W/cm2 for ξ = 2; the laser field here is
strong but manifestly sub-critical. Note that even in the case of a relativistic (Lorentz factor
γ = 103) electron beam as considered later in the examples (see Secs. II E and III), the laser
field remains sub-critical in the rest frame of the electron, since χ = ξpi · κ/m2 ≈ 10−2  1
with the parameters chosen.
The initial electron four-momentum is (we assume the electron to be counterpropagating
with respect to the laser field, i.e., moving in the positive x3-direction):
pi = (Ei,pi) = (Ei, 0, 0,
√
E2i −m2),
qi = pi + ξ
2 m
2
2κ · pi κ = (Qi, qi) , (10)
which is valid for both circular and linear polarization. The final electron four-momentum
is
pf = (Ef ,pf ), qf = pf + ξ
2 m
2
2κ · pf κ = (Qf , qf ). (11)
The four-vector qi,f introduced in Eqs. (10), (11) is the average momentum of a laser-dressed
electron [35], with corresponding average mass m∗,
q2f = q
2
i = m
2
∗ = m
2(1 + ξ2). (12)
The electron spinors are used in the following form:
ur(p) =
√
E +m
2m

δr1
δr2
1
E+m
σ · p(δr1
δr2
)
 , (13)
6
with the standard vector σ being composed of the (Pauli) 2 × 2 spin matrices. With this
convention, the spinors are normalized according to u†r(p)γ
0ur(p) = u¯rur = 1. For an
electron moving in the x3-direction, r = 1 corresponds to a right-handed electron, and r = 2
to a left-handed electron.
The Volkov states [35], solutions of the Dirac equation with an external laser field(
i∂ˆ −m− eAˆ
)
Ψ = 0, (14)
read for linear polarization [see Eq. (2)]
Ψp,r(x) =
√
m
QV
∞∑
s=−∞
[
A0(s, α, β) +
eκˆaˆ
2κ · pA1(s, α, β)
]
× ur(p)e−i(q+sκ)·x, (15)
where
α =
e a · p
κ · p , β =
e2 a2
8κ · p. (16)
Here, the generalized Bessel function [36, 37] is defined as
Ak(n, α, β) =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
cosk θ einθ−iα sin θ+iβ sin 2θ dθ, (17)
with k ≥ 0, from which follows Ak>0(n, α, β) = 12 [Ak−1(n+ 1, α, β) + Ak−1(n− 1, α, β)].
For circular polarization [see Eq. (3)] we have,
Ψp,r(x) =
√
m
QV
∞∑
s=−∞
[
Js(α¯) e
isϕ +
e κˆ aˆ1
2κ · pJ
+
s (α¯, ϕ)
+
e κˆ aˆ2
2κ · pJ
−
s (α¯, ϕ)
]
ur(p)e
−i(q−sκ)·x. (18)
Here
α¯ =
√
α21 + α
2
2, α1 =
ea1 · p
κ · p , α2 =
ea2 · p
κ · p , (19)
and
ϕ = arctan2 (α2,−α1) . (20)
The arctan2 (·, ·) functions is defined as
arctan2 (y, x) = arctan
(y
x
)
if x > 0,
arctan2 (y, x) = pi + arctan
(y
x
)
if x < 0, (21)
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the usual Bessel functions are denoted by Jn(α), and
J+s (α, ϕ) =
1
2
[
Js−1(α)ei(s−1)ϕ + Js+1(α)ei(s+1)ϕ
]
,
J−s (α, ϕ) =
1
2i
[
Js−1(α)ei(s−1)ϕ − Js+1(α)ei(s+1)ϕ
]
.
(22)
Note the normalization factor in Eqs. (15) and (18): the volume V comes with the wave
function, and not with the spinor u(p).
ψ = 0
ψ = π/2
ψ = π
ψ = 3π/2
ǫ1
ǫ1
ǫ1
ǫ1
ǫ2
ǫ2
ǫ2
ǫ2
y
x
z
ψ
FIG. 3: Polarization vectors according to Eq. (24) for fixed, small θ ≈ 0, i.e., for a photon
propagating in the positive z direction. For example, we have at ψ = pi/2 the two vectors
1 = (0, 0, cos θ,− sin θ) ≈ (0, 0, 1, 0) and 2 = (0,−1, 0, 0).
The propagation four-vectors of the two emitted photons are denoted by
kb = (ωb,kb) = ωb k˜b
= ωb (1, sin θb cosψb, sin θb sinψb, cos θb), (23a)
kc = (ωc,kc) = ωc k˜c
= ωc(1, sin θc cosψc, sin θc sinψc, cos θc), (23b)
ψ measuring the azimuth and θ measuring the polar angle. As a basis for the two polarization
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four-vectors b and c of the two emitted photons, we take
1b = (0, cos θb cosψb, cos θb sinψb, − sin θb) ,
2b = (0, − sinψb, cosψb, 0)
1c = (0, cos θc cosψc, cos θc sinψc, − sin θc) ,
2c = (0, − sinψc, cosψc, 0) . (24)
As an aid to the discussion, Fig. 3 illustrates the direction of the polarization vectors for
small polar angle θ and different values of ψ. Alternatively, the polarization can be expressed
in a helicity basis according to
Rb =
1√
2
(1b + i 
2
b), 
L
b =
1√
2
(1b − i 2b),
Rc =
1√
2
(1c + i 
2
c), 
L
c =
1√
2
(1c − i 2c).
(25)
qi
κ κ
κ κ
kb kc
κ
qf
p
FIG. 4: Clarification of the index s. Shown above is one of the contributing Feynman diagrams in
the perturbative picture, where the laser photons are inserted one by one. The net number of laser
mode absorbed photons in this case is n = 1. The propagator momentum is p = qi − kb + sκ, so
that s counts the net number of absorbed photons before emitting photon kc, i.e. the momentum
at the position of the label “p”. For the above diagram, s = 0. Although n must be positive for
a net two-photon emission process, s may be negative, and to get the total amplitude for fixed n,
one should sum all diagrams of this kind with s ranging from −∞ to +∞.
B. Matrix element for linear laser polarization
The S-matrix element for two-photon emission from a Dirac–Volkov state follows from
standard Feynman rules, with four-vector potentials Aˆb = A
µ
b γµ = ˆbe
ikb·x/
√
V 2ωb and
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Aˆc = A
µ
c γµ = ˆce
ikc·x/
√
V 2ωc for the two emitted photons (see also the Feynman diagram
in Fig. 2). For linear laser polarization, we get
Slinearfi = S
(1)
fi + S
(2)
fi (26)
= e2
∫
d4x1
∫
d4x2ψqf ,rf (x2)
[
iAˆc(x2)iG(x2, x1)iAˆb(x1)
+ iAˆb(x2)iG(x2, x1)iAˆc(x1)
]
ψqi,ri(x1)
= −i
∞∑
n=1
s=−∞
(2pi)4e2m
2V 2
√
ωcωbQiQf
δ4(qi − qf + nκ − kb − kc)
× u¯rf (pf )
[
M s−nb
pˆb − ξ2 m22κ·pb κˆ +m
p2b −m2∗
F sb
+M s−nc
pˆc − ξ2 m22κ·pc κˆ +m
p2c −m2∗
F sc
]
uri(pi).
Here, G(x, y) denotes the laser-dressed propagator function [13, 35], which can be con-
structed from the Volkov state (15). The propagator momenta are given as
pb = qi + sκ − kb, pc = qi + sκ − kc. (27)
The matrix element is proportional to V −2, since there are one in-state and three out-states,
each with a factor
√
V . Here, n is the net number of absorbed laser photons, and the
summation index s can be understood as the number of laser photons absorbed up to and
immediately before emitting the second photon (see Fig. 4 for a pictorial explanation).
The matrix-valued functions for the transition currents M and F are given as follows.
For the first channel, we have
M s−nb = A0(s− n, αf − αb, βf − βb) ˆc
+ A1(s− n, αf − αb, βf − βb)
(
ˆc
eκˆaˆ
2κ · pb +
eaˆκˆ
2κ · pf ˆc
)
− A2(s− n, αf − αb, βf − βb) e
2a2κ · c
2κ · pfκ · pb κˆ , (28)
and
F sb = A0(s, αi − αb, βi − βb) ˆb
+ A1(s, αi − αb, βi − βb)
(
ˆb
eκˆaˆ
2κ · pi +
eaˆκˆ
2κ · pb ˆb
)
− A2(s, αi − αb, βi − βb) e
2a2κ · b
2κ · pbκ · pi κˆ . (29)
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For the second channel, the two currents are given as M s−nc = M
s−n
b (c ↔ b) and F sc =
F sb (c ↔ b) under replacements of the corresponding expressions for the first channel. The
arguments entering the generalized Bessel functions read
αj =
e a · pj
κ · pj , βj =
e2 a2
8pj · κ , (30)
with j ∈ {i, f, b, c}. The spinors uri,f describe the spin state of the in- and outgoing electron,
respectively. Note that κ ·pi,f = κ ·qi,f , and that due to κ2 = 0, αc,b and βc,b are independent
of the summation index s, although one might have initially assumed a dependence on s in
view of the presence of pb and pc in their respective defining equations.
C. Matrix element for circular laser polarization
For the case of circular polarization of the laser, the matrix element can be derived in a
similar way to Eq. (26). The matrix element reads
Scircularfi = S
(1)c
fi + S
(2)c
fi (31)
= −i
∞∑
n=1
s=−∞
(2pi)4e2m
2V 2
√
ωcωbQiQf
δ4(qi − qf + nκ − kb − kc)
× u¯rf (pf )
[
N s−nb
pˆb − ξ2 m22κ·pb κˆ +m
p2b −m2∗
Gsb
+N s−nc
pˆc − ξ2 m22κ·pc κˆ +m
p2c −m2∗
Gsc
]
uri(pi) .
Here, as is typical for circular polarization, the generalized Bessel functions in the formulas
simplify to ordinary Bessel functions. The matrix-valued functions for the first channel read
N s−nb = Js−n(α¯fb)e
iϕfb(s−n)
(
ˆc − e
2a21 κ · c
2κ · pfκ · pb κˆ
)
(32)
+
[
Js−n−1(α¯fb)eiϕfb(s−n−1) + Js−n+1(α¯fb)eiϕfb(s−n+1)
]
× 1
2
(
ˆc
eκˆaˆ1
2κ · pb +
eaˆ1κˆ
2κ · pf ˆc
)
+
[
Js−n−1(α¯fb)eiϕfb(s−n−1) − Js−n+1(α¯fb)eiϕfb(s−n+1)
]
× 1
2i
(
ˆc
eκˆaˆ2
2κ · pb +
eaˆ2κˆ
2κ · pf ˆc
)
,
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and
Gsb = J−s(α¯ib)e
−iϕibs
(
ˆb − e
2a21 κ · b
2κ · piκ · pb κˆ
)
(33)
+
[
J−s−1(α¯ib)eiϕib(−s−1) + J−s+1(α¯ib)eiϕib(−s+1)
]
× 1
2
(
ˆb
eκˆaˆ1
2κ · pi +
eaˆ1κˆ
2κ · pb ˆb
)
+
[
(J−s−1(α¯ib)eiϕib(−s−1) − J−s+1(α¯ib)eiϕib(−s+1)
]
× 1
2i
(
ˆb
eκˆaˆ2
2κ · pi +
eaˆ2κˆ
2κ · pb ˆb
)
.
For the second channel, we have N s−nc = N
s−n
b (b↔ c) and Gsc = Gsb(b↔ c). Here,
α¯fb =
√(
α1fb
)2
+
(
α2fb
)2
, α¯fc =
√(
α1fc
)2
+
(
α2fc
)2
,
α1fb =
epf · a1
κ · pf −
epb · a1
κ · pb , α
2
fb =
epf · a2
κ · pf −
epb · a2
κ · pb ,
(34)
and similarly for α¯ib,c, α
1,2
ib,c. The phases ϕ can be expressed in terms of the generalized
arctan function (21),
ϕfb,c = arctan2 (−α2fb,c, α1fb,c),
ϕib,c = arctan2 (α
2
ib,c, −α1ib,c). (35)
As in the linear case, the propagator momenta pb,c are given in Eq. (27).
D. Resonance conditions
For the whole two-photon process, we have both momentum and energy conservation,
as given by the four-dimensional Dirac δ function in Eq. (26). The final electron is not
interesting, and therefore integrated out. Left is then one constraint from the delta function.
If this is used to fix the energy of one of the photons (we will always take photon kc to have
fixed energy), then we are free to choose the energy ωb and the direction (θb, ψb) of photon
kb, and the direction (θc, ψc) of photon kc. In addition, since we are interested in polarization
resolved rates, the polarization vectors b and c can be chosen arbitrarily. The frequency
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ωc can be written as a function of the direction angles θb, θc, ψb, ψc as follows,
ωc =
nκ · qi − kb · qi − nκ · kb
nκ · k˜c + qi · k˜c − kb · k˜c
≈
4nωEi − ωb
[
θ2bEi +
m2
Ei
(1 + ξ2)
]
θ2cEi +
m2
Ei
(1 + ξ2)
, (36)
where k˜c = kc/ωc. In the second line of Eq. (36), we have expanded the expression for
small ω/m, θb, θc and m/Ei, and we have assumed the conditions we are interested in here,
i.e. n ω
m
 m
Ei
∼ θb ∼ θc  1 (this limit corresponds to a small total exchanged laser
photon energy as compared to the relativistic electron energy). Finally, the limiting term
for θb = θc = 0 and ωb = 0 is
ωmaxc =
4nωE2i
m2(1 + ξ2)
=
4n γ2ω
(1 + ξ2)
, (37)
confirming the estimate given in Sec. I. The factor (1 + ξ2)−1 can be interpreted simply as
arising from the increased effective mass of the electron in the field.
Resonances in the Dirac–Volkov propagator [12, 38] occur if we have either p2b −m2∗ = 0
or p2c − m2∗ = 0. Here the two-photon amplitude (26) splits up in a product of two single
nonlinear Compton scattering [39, 40, 41] amplitudes multiplied with a singular factor. If
we solve for ωb, we find that the resonance conditions read
ωres1b =
sκ · qi
qi · k˜b + s κ · k˜b
≈ 4sωE
2
i
θ2bEi +
m2
Ei
(1 + ξ2)
, (38)
independent of n and kc (this is the usual nonlinear Compton formula [39]), and a second
type of resonances occurs at
ωres2b =
nκ · qi − Cs(qi · k˜c + nκ · k˜c)
−Cs k˜b · k˜c + qi · k˜b + nκ · k˜b
,
Cs =
sκ · qi
qi · k˜c + sκ · k˜c
.
(39)
Equation (39) depends on n, so that there is one peak for each n, in principle. However, the
dependence on s is the decisive one for typical situations. This is natural when we recall that
s is the number of photons exchanged before the emission of the second photon. This type
of resonance, where the electron scatters twice inside the laser pulse and emits one photon
at each scattering event, has been referred to as “plural Compton scattering” in Ref. [42].
Figure 5 illustrates the formulas (38) and (39).
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FIG. 5: (Color online.) Panel (a) shows ωres1b [Eq. (38)] and ω
res2
b [Eq. (39)], as a function of θb.
Recall that we write kb = ωb(sin θb sinψb, sin θb cosψb, cos θb), i.e. θb is the angle between kb and
pi. The parameters employed are ω = 2.5 eV, ξ = 1, Ei = 103m, ψb = ψc = 0, and θc = 10−3. In
panel (b), the resonance position of the first harmonic at θb = 10−3 is plotted as a function of n.
For ωres1b , the first harmonic (the resonance at lowest possible ωb) means s = 1, and since for ω
res2
b
the value of n− s tells us the order of the resonance, we have set s = n− 1 for this curve. In fact,
for large values of n, the resonance ωres2b with s = n−1 shifts down to low photon energies, so that
there will be resonances for any photon energy ωb > 0. However, these higher-order resonances will
be suppressed by a large-order Bessel function, and effectively, one can say that the higher-order
resonances will not contribute provided ξ is not too large (∼ 1).
E. Via gauge invariance to the differential rate
The matrix elements (26) and (31) are both invariant under the gauge transformations
b → b + λ1 kb, c → c + λ2 kc, (40)
where λ1,2 are arbitrary constants (that may depend on the parameters in the problem, i.e ω,
qi etc). This symmetry can be used for a numerical check of the computer code used for the
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evaluation, which we have performed in order to reassure ourselves regarding the consistency
of the calculations. The gauge symmetry depends sensitively on the Bessel functions and the
recurrence relations satisfied by them [43], so that all signs in the formulas have to be right
for the symmetry to hold. The gauge symmetry can also be used to simplify the expression,
for example, by gauge transforming so that terms proportional to b,c · κ vanish. There is
also invariance under the transformation a→ a+ Λκ, Λ constant, but since the four-vector
a always appears with a square, a2, as aˆκˆ, or in expressions like (34), this gauge symmetry
is almost trivial and cannot be used as a meaningful validity check.
We now discuss how to obtain the differential two-photon rates, using the example of
linear polarization. The differential rate per unit time dW˙ is obtained as
dW˙ =
1
T
|Sfi|2V d
3qf
(2pi)3
V d3kb
(2pi)3
V d3kc
(2pi)3
. (41)
Here, d3kb,c = ω
2
b,cdωb,cdΩb,c. The squared amplitude |Sfi|2 contains the Dirac δ of argument
zero,
[
δ(4)(0)
]2
= δ(4)(qi − qf + nκ − kb − kc)TV (2pi)−4, so that all factors of V and T
in (41) cancel, as they should. We integrate over the final electron momentum and the
photon energy ωc with the delta function, and in addition we sum over the final electron
spin (the final electron is always assumed to be unobserved), and average over the initial
electron spin. Since in all examples we will present, the initial electron energy Ei and laser
intensity ξ are chosen such that the quantum parameter χ [see Eq. (7)] is small, spin effects
are marginal [35]. The final result then reads
dW˙
dωbdΩbdΩc
=
2∑
ri,rf=1
∞∑
n=1
e4m2ωbω
2
c
8(2pi)5Qiqf · kc (42)
×
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
s=−∞
u¯rf (pf )
[
M s−nb
pˆb +
e2a2
4k·p˜b κˆ +m
p2b −m2∗
F sb
+M s−nc
pˆc +
e2a2
4k·pc κˆ +m
p2c −m2∗
F sc
]
uri(pi)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
,
evaluated with qf = qi + nκ− kb− kc and ωc is given by the first line of Eq. (36). Note also
the factor Qfωc/(qf · kc) arising from the delta function integration over ωc.
In order to obtain a well-defined expression for the differential rate close to the propagator
poles (38), (39), it is necessary to discuss some kind of regularization procedure. One
alternative is to include an imaginary correction to the mass and energy of the laser-dressed
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electron [44, 45], so that Qi and m in the propagator denominator are replaced according to
Qi → Qi − imΓ(κ · qi)
2Qi
, m→ m− iΓ(κ · pb,c)
2
. (43)
The imaginary correction is related to the total rate for nonlinear single Compton scattering
as Γ(κ · q) = q0
m
W˙Compton, and is given to a good approximation for small κ · q/m2, ξ = 1
and linear laser field polarization as Γ(κ · q) = 4×10−3κ · q/m [45]. The main problem with
this regularization scheme is that the resulting scattering amplitude is not strictly gauge
invariant, but the noninvariance induced by the small regularizing imaginary parts of the
energies of the virtual states is moved to higher orders. We note that very similar questions
concerning two-photon emission amplitudes for bound states have recently been discussed in
[46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. As an alternative, we propose to multiply the rate with the regularizing
factor
Φ =
∞∏
s=−∞
[
1− e− τm3 (p2b−m2∗)
2] [
1− e− τm3 (p2c−m2∗)
2]
, (44)
where τ is the pulse length of the laser field. The rate is now proportional to τ at a
resonance, and this way of regularizing is furthermore gauge invariant. Figure 6 shows an
example of the differential rate (42), evaluated for a specific set of parameters corresponding
to double Compton backscattering in a relativistically strong laser field. For ωb ' 2 MeV,
there is a “forest” of peaks at energies satisfying Eqs. (38) and (39). Note that according
to Fig. 5 (b), the resonances ωres2b (s = n − 1) should actually lead to resonance peaks also
at very low photon energies, but these are suppressed by large-order Bessel functions and
thus not visible. The bright curves in Fig. 6 (c) correspond to the maxima in the differential
rate induced by single-Compton scattering, but the rate is nonvanishing in other areas of
the θb-ωb-plane due to the two-photon emission.
The object of this paper is however not to study the behavior of the process close to the
peaks, but rather to single out a kinematic region where unambiguous conclusions can be
drawn independent of the method of regularization. The kinematic region best suited for
such investigations seems to be for photon energies ωb and angles θb smaller than some thresh-
old such that the contribution from the cascade peaks are negligibly small. Mathematically,
the suppression arises due to a large-order generalized Bessel functions (or, alternatively,
ordinary Bessel functions in the case of circular laser polarization), which beyond some cut-
off index decays exponentially with increasing n [37, 43]. In all subsequent examples in the
remaining sections of this paper, we will therefore restrict the photon energy ωb and the
16
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FIG. 6: (Color online.) We illustrate the resonances of the fully differential rate (42) as a function
of ωb. The parameters used are ξ = 1, Ei = 103m, b = 1b , c = 
1
c , θc = 0.002, ψb = ψc = 0. In
panels (a) and (b), a fixed value of θb = 0.001 is used, corresponding to a cut along the dashed line
in (c). In panel (c), the color coding indicates the value of the decadic logarithm log10
dW˙
dωbdΩbdΩc
,
where the argument of the logarithm is measured in units of s−1sr−2MeV−1. The regularization
method employed is given by a finite laser pulse duration as in Eq. (44), with τ = 104/ω. In the
inset of panel (b), both methods (43) [Meth. 1] and (44) [Meth. 2] are shown for comparison. For
ωb < 2 MeV, the application of the two methods yields numerically indistinguishable curves. The
first Compton harmonic [the lowest bright curve in panel (c)] is broken at θb ≈ 1.2× 10−3, which
can be understood as the point where a · b = 0 in the rest frame of the electron [in this frame,
and in the gauge b = (0, b), the Thomson cross section is proportional to |a · b|2].
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polar angle θb to the region ωb ≤ 1 MeV and θb ≤ 0.002. Here, the result is independent of
the method of regularization since we are sufficiently far away from the cascade peaks. With
increasing ξ, the “safe” region shrinks, as the first Compton peak appears at lower energy
ωb, see Eq. (38). Already at ξ = 2, there are cascade contributions at ωb ≤ 1 MeV, why we
limit the laser intensity to ξ ≤ 1 in the following.
III. COMPARISON TO PERTURBATIVE DOUBLE COMPTON SCATTERING
In the limit ξ → 0, the amplitudes (26), (31) reduce to the one found in [2], where only
one photon is absorbed from the laser. A discussion of this process can be found in standard
textbooks [51], and was recently reexamined in [3]. The above mentioned references as
well as other previous works [11, 52, 53] were devoted to the study of the cross section for
unpolarized initial and final photons (with a few exceptions, see [54, 55]). However, as noted
in [18], the discussion of photon polarization correlation necessitates an expression for the
amplitude for arbitrary polarization of the final photons.
The amplitude SPDCS for perturbative double Compton scattering (PDCS) is given by
the sum of the Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 1, and reads [51]
SPDCS =
me3(2pi)4√
8EiEfωωbωcV 5
δ(pf + kb + kc − κ − pi)
×
(
6∑
i=1
Ni
)
, (45)
where
N1 = u¯(pf )ˆc
pˆf + kˆc +m
(pf + kc)2 −m2 ˆb
pˆi + κˆ +m
(pi + κ)2 −m2 ˆu(pi),
N2 = u¯(pf )ˆc
pˆf + kˆc +m
(pf + kc)2 −m2 ˆ
pˆi − kˆb +m
(pi − kb)2 −m2 ˆbu(pi),
N3 = u¯(pf )ˆ
pˆf − κˆ +m
(pf − κ)2 −m2 ˆc
pˆi − kˆb +m
(pi − kb)2 −m2 ˆbu(pi) ,
(46)
N4 = N1(b↔ c), N5 = N2(b↔ c) and N6 = N3(b↔ c) in a self-explanatory notation. Here,
 represents the polarization vector of the laser field. The rate is then
dW˙ = J
∣∣SPDCS∣∣2 1
T
V
V d3kb
(2pi)3
V d3kc
(2pi)3
V d3pf
(2pi)3
(47)
=
ξ2m4e4
8EiEfωbωc(2pi)5
∣∣∣∣∣
6∑
i=1
Ni
∣∣∣∣∣
2
δ(pf + kb + kc − pi − κ)d3kbd3kcd3pf ,
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where J = ωm
2ξ2
e2
is the photon flux. Integrating over d3pf and dωc, and summing and
averaging over the electron spin, we obtain
dW˙ PDCS
dωbdΩbdΩc
= ξ2
m4e4ωbω
2
c
16(2pi)5Eipf · kc
2∑
ri,rf=1
∣∣∣∣∣
6∑
j=1
Nj
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (48)
The dependence on ξ is thus given by the prefactor ξ2, and we may thus refer to this process
as the “linear” process because the rate is proportional to the laser intensity.
In Figs. 7 and 8, we show a comparison of the predictions of the nonperturbative formulas
[Eq. (26) and Eq. (31)] and the perturbative formula [(45)] for the differential rate, for both
circular and linear polarization of the laser field. Note that to compare with the circular
polarization, one should put  = (0, 1, i, 0)/
√
2 in Eq. (46). The figures show that the
photons may be produced in any polarization state, although parallel polarization of the
two emitted photons b · c ≈ 1 is the dominant channel for linear laser polarization. Due
to the rotational symmetry, circular laser polarization results in similar differential rates
for both parallel and perpendicular polarization of the emitted high-energy photons [see
Figs. 7(d)–(f) and (j)–(l)]. For small laser intensity, the plane defined by the polarization and
propagation axes of the laser characterizes the emission pattern of the accelerated charge,
so that alignment of the two emitted photons as shown in the third row of Fig. 7 can
be expected. Our numerical results show that this intuitive picture is still valid in the
relativistic, nonperturbative laser interaction regime, although some details change: e.g.,
the emission of photons with antiparallel polarization vectors is favored over the parallel
case, as is evident from the first panel in the upper row of Fig. 7. We here recall that the
direction of the polarization basis vectors 1,2b,c depends on the angles ψb,c, see Fig. 3. Figure 8
confirms this picture, here the difference of the differential rate between the parallel case
(b · c ≈ 1) and the perpendicular case (b · c ≈ 0) amounts to several orders of magnitude.
In order to demonstrate the contribution from the different photon orders n, we refer to
Fig. 9. Here the dependence on the photon order n is shown, if we define
dW˙
dωbdΩbdΩc
=
∞∑
n=1
dW˙ n
dωbdΩbdΩc
. (49)
As can be seen from Fig. 9, typically up to 20 photons contribute to the differential rate.
Equation (36) for n ≤ 20 then yields ωc ≤ 70 MeV, which implies that even though the
“first” photon has modest energy ωb = 1 MeV, the energy of the “second” photon is much
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larger. The difference between the smooth curve in the circular case and the sawtooth shape
of the linear curve can be traced back to the behavior of the generalized Bessel function and
the usual Bessel function, constituting the amplitudes (26) and (31). For example, for the
parameters shown in Fig. 9(b), one can show that the dominant contribution to the matrix
element for linear polarization is roughly proportional to the generalized Bessel function
A1(n, 0, β), which vanishes for even n [43]. However, if the polarization vectors are summed
over, then the case of even n contributes, and the curve smoothens out. Similar selection
rules for the emitted harmonics occur also for the nonlinear single Compton scattering
process [35]. On the contrary, the circular polarization curve is smooth due to the rotational
symmetry.
To conclude this section, we investigate if the integrated rate differ in the perturbative
and nonperturbative case. In Fig. 10, we show, as a function of ξ, the quantity
W˙int =
∑
λb,λc
2pi∫
0
dψb
2pi∫
0
dψc
θb,max∫
0
sin θbdθb
×
θc,max∫
0
sin θcdθc
ωb,max∫
ωb,min
dωb
dW˙
dωbdΩbdΩc
,
(50)
with θb,max = 1.5 × 10−3, θc,max = 2.5 × 10−3, ωb,min = 10−3 MeV, and ωb,max = 1 MeV.
This restriction is identical to the one in [34]. By restricting the final phase space, one
can ensure that contributions from the single Compton scattering cascade are negligible, as
discussed in Sec. II E. Figure 10 reveals that the integrated rate is slightly larger than one
would expect from the perturbative formula, and also that circular and linear polarization
of the laser gives almost identical results, despite their different angular characteristics (see
Figs. 7, 8). Another remark is that for the integrated rate, the perturbative formula gives
identical results regardless of laser polarization because interference terms in the expanded
perturbative rate vanish after the integration. In the interval considered (ξ < 1), the relative
difference of the integrated nonperturbative and the integrated perturbative rate can be
approximately fitted to a power law as W˙ nonpertint − W˙ pertint ∝ ξη, with η ≈ 2.7 for linear and
η ≈ 3 for circular laser polarization, respectively.
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FIG. 7: (Color online.) Contour plot of the differential rate for different final photon polarizations.
The color coding indicates the value of the differential rate dW˙dωbdΩbdΩc , on linear scale, in units of
s−1sr−2MeV−1. The upper two rows [(a)–(f)] display the result of the nonperturbative formula, and
the lower two rows [(g)–(l)] show the perturbative results. The parameters used are ξ = 1, ω = 2.5
eV, Ei = 103m, ωb = 1 MeV, and θb = 2θc = 10−3. In this case, ωc is fixed by the scattering
geometry but still depends on the number n of exchanged photons; we present the differential
rate summed over all n and thus suppose that the energy ωc is unobserved. For the polarizations,
we have linear laser polarization in (a)–(c) and (g)–(i) (first and third row), and circular laser
polarization in (d)–(f) and (j)–(l) (second and fourth row). In (a), (d), (g), and (j) (first column)
we have b = 1b , c = 
1
c , where we recall that the polarization vectors are defined in Eq. (24). In
(b), (e), (h), and (k) (middle column) we have b = 1b , c = 
2
c , and panels (c), (f), (i) and (l) (right
column) show the differential rate summed over all possible polarizations of the final photons.
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FIG. 8: (Color online.) Contour plot of the differential rate as a function of the polar angles θb
and θc. The color coding indicates the value of the decadic logarithm log10
dW˙
dωbdΩbdΩc
, with the
differential rate given in units of s−1sr−2MeV−1. As in Fig. 7, the upper two rows [(a)–(f)] show
nonperturbative, and the lower two rows [(g)–(l)] perturbative results, respectively. The parameters
used are ξ = 1, ω = 2.5 eV, Ei = 103m, ωb = 1 MeV, and ψb = 0, ψc = pi. For the polarizations,
we have linear laser polarization in (a)–(c) and (g)–(i) (first and third row), and circular laser
polarization in (d)–(e) and (j)–(l) (second and fourth row). In (a), (d), (g), and (j) (left column)
we have b = 1b , c = 
1
c , In (b), (e), (h), and (k) (middle column) we have b = 
1
b , c = 
2
c , and
panels (c), (f), (i) and (l) (right column) show the differential rate summed over the final photon
polarizations. Note that from Fig. 3, we have 1b · 1c ≈ 1 and 1b · 2c ≈ 0 here.
IV. ANGULAR CORRELATION AND ENTANGLEMENT
We now turn our attention to the important questions regarding the quantum mechanical
correlation, i.e. entanglement, of the two final photons. The theory we apply in this section
22
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FIG. 9: (Color online.) Demonstration of the multiphoton character of the pair creation rate, for
linear and circular polarization of the laser field. In (a), ψb = 0, ψc = pi, and the final polarization
is fixed to b = 1b , c = 
1
c , while in (b) we have ψb = pi/2, ψc = 3pi/2, and b = 
1
b , c = 
2
c .
Otherwise the parameters are the same as in Fig. 7.
have been previously used extensively to characterize the final-state correlation in bound
states transitions [56, 57, 58, 59]. The idea is to use the information contained in the matrix
elements (26), (31), to obtain an expression for the density matrix ρf of the polarizations
of the final system “electron+two photons”. Given an expression for ρf , it is then straight-
forward to calculate the concurrence [19], which is a measurement of how much the two
photons are entangled. The starting point is the initial density matrix [60]
ρi =
2∑
ri=1
|ri, 0, 0〉〈ri, 0, 0|, (51)
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FIG. 10: (Color online.) The integrated rate (50), defined in Eq. (50) for ω = 2.5 eV and Ei = 103m.
The figure compares the nonperturbative formula for linear laser polarization [Eq. (42)], for circular
laser polarization [Eq. (31)], and the perturbative expression [Eq. (48)].
where ri is the spin of the initial electron and the zeros denote the absence of photons (other
than laser photons of course) in the initial state. The initial electron is thus assumed to be
unpolarized. Note also that all dependencies on energies and angles etc of the state vectors
are not written out. Next, due to the interaction R, the density matrix ρi evolves into the
final state density matrix ρf ,
ρf = RρiR
† =
2∑
ri=1
R|ri, 0, 0〉〈ri, 0, 0|R†. (52)
The matrix elements of ρf are thus given by
〈rf , λb, λc|ρf |r′f , λ′b, λ′c〉
=
2∑
ri=1
〈rf , λb, λc|R|ri, 0, 0〉〈ri, 0, 0|R†|r′f , λ′b, λ′c〉, (53)
where λb,c, λ
′
b,c ∈ {1, 2} denotes the polarization components of the emitted photons in either
Cartesian or circular basis. If the final electron is unobserved, we should trace out rf :
〈λb, λc|ρf |λ′b, λ′c〉
=
2∑
ri,rf=1
〈rf , λb, λc|R|ri, 0, 0〉 〈ri, 0, 0|R†|rf , λ′b, λ′c〉. (54)
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If we now identify
〈rf , λb, λc|R|ri, 0, 0〉 =
√
NSfi(ri, rf , λb, λc),
〈ri, 0, 0|R†|rf , λ′b, λ′c〉 =
√
NS∗fi(ri, rf , λ
′
b, λ
′
c), (55)
where N is a normalization constant, and we use the explicit basis
|1 1〉 =
(
1
0
)
⊗
(
1
0
)
=

1
0
0
0
 ,
|1 2〉 =
(
1
0
)
⊗
(
0
1
)
=

0
1
0
0
 ,
|2 1〉 =
(
0
1
)
⊗
(
1
0
)
=

0
0
1
0
 ,
|2 2〉 =
(
0
1
)
⊗
(
0
1
)
=

0
0
0
1
 ,
(56)
for the polarization state of the final photons, then the expression for the final density 4× 4
matrix reads
ρf =
2∑
ri,rf=1
N

S11S
∗
11 S11S
∗
12 S11S
∗
21 S11S
∗
22
S12S
∗
11 S12S
∗
12 S12S
∗
21 S12S
∗
22
S21S
∗
11 S21S
∗
12 S21S
∗
21 S21S
∗
22
S22S
∗
11 S22S
∗
12 S22S
∗
21 S22S
∗
22
 , (57)
where
Sλbλc = Sfi(ri, rf , λb, λc). (58)
The normalization constant N can be found by requiring
1 = Trρf =
∑
ri,rf
N
(|S11|2 + |S12|2 + |S21|2 + |S22|2) . (59)
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According to [19], the concurrence C(ρf ) is now given by
C(ρf ) = max(0,
√
ζ1 −
√
ζ2 −
√
ζ3 −
√
ζ4), (60)
where the ζj’s are the eigenvalues, in descending order, of the matrix
Q = ρf
(
σ2 ⊗ σ2) ρ∗f (σ2 ⊗ σ2) , (61)
where σ2 is the second Pauli spin matrix. The eigenvalues ζj are real and positive. The
concurrence as defined in Eq. (60) is gauge invariant, and does not depend on the basis used
for the polarization vectors of the photons, i.e. either the Cartesian basis, Eq. (24), or the
helicity basis, Eq. (25), can be used. An explicit expression for (σ2 ⊗ σ2) as a 4× 4 matrix
is given by
(
σ2 ⊗ σ2) =
 0 −i
i 0
⊗
 0 −i
i 0
 =

0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
 . (62)
The matrix (σ2 ⊗ σ2) is a kind of spin-flip operator for qubits, we have(
σ2 ⊗ σ2) |1 1〉 = −|2 2〉, (σ2 ⊗ σ2) |2 2〉 = −|1 1〉,(
σ2 ⊗ σ2) |1 2〉 = |2 1〉, (σ2 ⊗ σ2) |2 1〉 = |1 2〉. (63)
This means that a maximally entangled pure state is an eigenstate of (σ2 ⊗ σ2):
(
σ2 ⊗ σ2) (|1 2〉 − |2 1〉) = −|1 2〉+ |2 1〉, (64)
and consequently has unity concurrence.
We now provide some examples and compare the concurrence (60) for different laser
polarizations and furthermore show that the nonperturbative treatment is indispensable to
correctly predict the degree of correlation. Figure 11 shows the concurrence as a function
of the azimuth angles ψb, ψc. This figure should be compared to Fig. 7. In Fig. 12, we
show instead the dependence on the polar angles θb,c, which should be compared with the
corresponding Fig. 8 for the differential rate.
We remark that to be able to measure the concurrence, it is desirable to find angular
regions where high concurrence and high differential rate overlap. This seems to be possible,
at least in some cases: e.g., one may compare Fig. 12(c) with Fig. 8(l). Moreover, the general
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trend is that a strong laser field diminishes the concurrence. Therefore, if high entanglement
is sought, it is advisable to employ a perturbative laser beam (ξ < 1), although the non-
perturbative dependence of the concurrence as a function of ξ would be highly interesting
to measure. Similar conclusions as those above follow from the previous investigation [34].
A final remark is that linear and circular laser polarization are seen to lead to similar peak
values of the concurrence.
FIG. 11: (Color online.) Contour plot of concurrence as a function of the azimuth angles ψb and ψc.
The color coding indicates the value of the concurrence C(ρf ) [see Eq. (60)]. Panel (a) shows linear
laser polarization, and (b) circular laser polarization, both calculated with the nonperturbative
expressions for the amplitude. The results of the perturbative formula are displayed in panel (c)
[linear laser polarization] and (d) [circular laser polarization]. The values of Ei, ω, ξ and θb,c are
the same as in Fig. 7.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Our treatment of double Compton scattering in intense laser fields in based on the canon-
ical formalism of Furry-picture quantum electrodynamics (QED), where a strong external
field (in this case, the oscillatory laser field) is incorporated into the fermion propagators.
The oscillatory nature of the laser field necessitates the expansion of all initial and final
fermion states into plane waves, thereby giving rise to generalized (linear polarization) and
ordinary (circular polarization) Bessel functions. The formalism, as outlined in Sec. II, leads
to a consistent formulation of the nonperturbative double Compton scattering for an arbi-
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FIG. 12: (Color online.) Contour plot of concurrence as a function of the polar angles θb and θc.
The color coding indicates the value of the concurrence C(ρf ) [see Eq. (60)]. Panel (a): linear laser
polarization, nonperturbative, (b): circular laser polarization, nonperturbative, (c): linear laser
polarization, perturbative, (d): circular laser polarization, perturbative. Laser parameters as well
as the initial electron energy Ei and the photon azimuth angles ψb,c are the same as in Fig. 8.
trary intensity of the laser field, and with full account of all relativistic and spin-dependent
effects on the electron lines. In particular, a suitable generalization of the formalism outlined
here would apply to three-photon events, which can be described by a third-order amplitude
in QED.
In addition to a consistent formulation of the polarization resolved production rates,
differential in the photon emission angles and energy, for two-photon transitions of Dirac–
Volkov states in intense laser fields, we numerically show that only a fully relativistic formal-
ism, nonperturbative in the laser field strength, can possibly yield experimentally verifiable,
consistent predictions. This is not surprising because the differential rates depend crucially
on details of the emission process, which in turn is highly dependent on the properties of the
propagators near the resonances. Indeed, it is possible to identify those angular and photon
energy regions where only the two-photon amplitude, not the single-Compton resonances,
give appreciable contributions to the photon emission, and it is thus possible to observe
entangled high-energy photons in coincidence without having to worry about background
from resonant cascade emission by single-photon transitions.
The necessity of the nonperturbative formalism is demonstrated in Sec. III. The per-
turbative (in the laser field interaction) double Compton scattering cannot give reliable
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predictions if the nonlinear intensity parameter ξ approaches unity. We stress that a value
ξ ≈ 1, corresponding to laser intensities of the order of 1018 W/cm2 for optical lasers, is
routinely available today in many laboratories worldwide. In Figs. 7 and 8, we show that
depending on polarization and the observation solid angle, even order-of-magnitude differ-
ences can exist between the rates evaluated with the nonperturbative and the perturbative
formulas. However, if angles and photon energies are integrated over, the results are simi-
lar, as shown in Fig. 10, although the difference grows nonlinearly with ξ, illustrating the
importance of higher orders.
The polarization entanglement is interesting but needs to be quantified. Therefore, we
discuss, in Sec. IV, the concurrence as a gauge-independent measure of the photon en-
tanglement. Our results (see Figs. 11 and 12) indicate that close to maximally entangled
(unity concurrence) photon pairs may be produced, but only in certain angular regions.
Furthermore, the degree of entanglement changes strongly with the laser field intensity.
An experimental verification of the entanglement would yield a test for this fundamental
quantum phenomenon in a high-energy domain where it is otherwise difficult to generate
entangled quanta.
Finally, we remark that the two-photon emission is not a “rare” or “unusual” physical
process but a simple generalization of the basic physical phenomenon of radiation emission
by moving charges, and that, therefore, we can assume that experimental access in the near
future is entirely realistic.
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